
       F45 BIKE V3
IMPORTANT: READ THIS PRIOR TO USING THE BIKES IN YOUR STUDIO

!

1. Unpack from the crate.

3. Correctly level the feet on the ground so that the bike is in level position prior to use.

2. Handle bar assembly required, slide parts together and pull adjustment pin outwards and release to lock the 
handle bars onto the stem.



4. Check all nuts and bolts: tighen all frame hardware including all bolts, nuts and screws. 

5. Check Pedal tempering: regardless that the pedals are on the bike when delivered it is necessary for the 
receiver to temper the pedals on arrival and prior to use to ensure a correct bond level between the pedal 
and the crank this can be done by following the instructions below:

a. Put spanner on the pedal bolt arm
b. Lock brake
c. Untighten the bolt half a turn
d. Tighten the bolt to your maximum physical capability
e. Strike the Spanner with a rubber mallet several times to ensure good adhesion and tempering 

between the pedal bolt and the Crank

5. Check seat is correctly assembled, if the seat moves under your body weight it is necessary to tighten the bolt 
on either side to hold the seat in a level position.

6. Check belt tension: Tension is not set from factory, if your tension is slipping, make the necessary adjustment.

!
WARNING
FAILING TO COMPLETE STEP 5 WILL POSSIBLY ALLOW THE PEDAL TO COME OFF THE 
CRANK AND THREAD THE CRANK, Any such damaged caused due to not following these 
instructions must be rectified at the franchisees cost.



Eventually you will have to replace the brake pads on your Bike: if you are unaware of how this is done we suggest 
employing the services of a tech to complete this service, Brake pads are available for purchase as a replacement 
part from SMAI.

BELT DRIVE TENSION: The belt on this bike was pre-tensioned and pre-lubricated prior to being shipped. The belt 
should not require any adjustments upon the bikes initial uses. However, you may need to make minor tension 
adjustments over time. 

DAILY TASKS: The life of your bike will be determined by how consistently you make the daily maintenance. Clean, 
Dry at end of each use to remove moisture- Sweat, water, etc. 

WEEKLY TASKS: This should focus on the overall performance. Try to look for vibration and possible loose parts 
during the check
1. Apply the light coat of WD-40 on side of flywheel for corrosion resistance
2. Check the flywheel alignment to the frame and make adjustment if necessary
3. Tighten all the frame hardware (Bolt, nut, screws)
4. Pop-Pins: Tighten all the Pop-pins 

MONTHLY TASKS: This should be a comprehensive check of the overall frame, main assembly components:

Levelling Feet: Check it the feet is damaged to affect the balance of bike

Pop- pin: If post has still too much play after tightening, the thread of pop-pin or May be worn or damaged. Need 
to change the pop-pin

Brake Pad Inspection for wear. Excessive wear, or too glazing, separated brakes from the plastic bracket, 
replacement is needed.

Seat: Inspect for wear. Rip, tear, cannot tension correctly (too much movement), indicates replacement is 
needed.

Pedals: Inspect for excessive play, tighten if possible or replace if needed.

!
*If you are not aware of the maintenance required please contract the services of a gym 
maintenance company to come on site and complete the services as requires and without delay 
as failure to carry out the maintenance will lead to problems such as Noise, Vibration and possibly 
premature equipment fail.

BRAKE PAD REPLACEMENT

OTHER MAINTENANCE ONGOING


